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Abstract 

Idleness executive of various wireless sensor networks (IEVWSNs), utilizing multipath routing to answer user queries in the 
presence of unreliable and malicious nodes. The key concept of our Idleness executive is to exploit the tradeoff between energy 
consumption vs. the gain in reliability, timeliness, and security to maximize the system useful lifetime. formulate the tradeoff as 
an optimization problem for dynamically determining the best Idleness level to apply to multipath routing for interference 
acceptance so that the query response success probability is maximized while prolonging the useful lifetime. Furthermore, 
consider this optimization problem for the case in which a voting-based distributed interference detection algorithm is applied to 
detect and evict malicious nodes in a HWSN. develop a novel probability model to analyze the best Idleness level in terms of 
path Idleness and source Idleness, as all as the best interference detection settings in terms of the number of voters and the 
interference invocation interval under which the lifetime of a HWSN is maximized.  then apply the analysis results obtained to 
the design of a dynamic Idleness executive algorithm to identify and apply the best design parameter settings at runtime in 
response to environment changes, to maximize the HWSN lifetime. 
 
Keywords — various wireless sensor networks; multipath routing; interference detection; reliability; security; 
Energy conservation. 

 

I. Introduction 

Many wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are deployed in an unattended environment in which energy 
replenishment is difficult if not impossible. Due to limited resources, a WSN must not only satisfy the application 
specific QoS requirements such as reliability, timeliness and security, but also minimize energy consumption to 
prolong the system useful lifetime. The tradeoff between energy consumption vs. reliability gain with the goal to 
maximize the WSN system lifetime has been well explored in the literature. However, no prior work exists to 
consider the tradeoff in the presence of malicious attackers. It is commonly believed in the research community that 
clustering is an effective solution for achieving scalability, energy conservation, and reliability. Using homogeneous 
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nodes which rotate among themselves in the roles of cluster heads The tradeoff issue between energy consumption 
vs. QoS gain becomes much more complicated when inside attackers are present as a path may be broken when a 
malicious node is on the path. This is especially the case in various WSN (HWSN) environments in which CH nodes 
may take a more critical role in gathering and routing sensing data. Thus, very likely the system would employ an 
interference detection system (IDS) with the goal to detect and remove malicious nodes. While the literature is 
abundant in interference detection techniques for WSNs the issue of how often interference detection should be 
invoked for energy reasons in order to remove potentially malicious nodes so that the system lifetime is maximized 
(say to prevent a Byzantine failure ) is largely unexplored. The issue is especially critical for energy constrained 
WSNs designed to stay alive for a long mission time. Multipath routing is considered an effective mechanism for 
fault and interference acceptance to improve data delivery in WSNs. The basic idea is that the probability of at least 
one path reaching the sink node or base station increases as more paths doing data delivery. While most prior 
research focused on using multipath routing to improve reliability  some attention has been paid to using multipath 
routing to tolerate insider attacks These studies, however, largely ignored the tradeoff between QoS gain vs. energy 
consumption which can adversely shorten the system lifetime.  

    
2. Problem Finding 

The research problem addressing is effective Idleness management of a clustered HWSN to prolong its 
lifetime operation in the presence of unreliable and malicious nodes the tradeoff between energy consumption vs. 
QoS gain in reliability, timeliness and security with the goal to maximize the lifetime of a clustered HWSN while 
satisfying application QoS requirements in the context of multipath routing. More specifically, analyze the optimal 
amount of Idleness through which data are routed to a remote sink in the presence of unreliable and malicious nodes, 
so that the query success probability is maximized while maximizing the HWSN lifetime. We consider this 
optimization problem for the case in which a voting-based distributed interference detection algorithm is applied to 
remove malicious nodes from the HWSN. Our contribution is a model-based analysis methodology by which the 
optimal multipath Idleness levels and interference detection settings may be identified for satisfying application QoS 
requirements while maximizing the lifetime of HWSNs. For the issue of interference acceptance through multipath 
routing, there are two major problems to solve: (1) how many paths to use and (2) what paths to use. To the best of 
our knowledge, we are the first to address the “how many paths to use” problem. For the “what paths to use” 
problem, our approach is distinct from existing work in that we do not consider specific routing protocols  nor the 
use of feedback information to solve the problem. Rather, for energy conservation, a distributed light-weight IDS by 
which interference detection is performed only locally. Nodes that are identified compromised are removed from the 
HWSN. Only compromised nodes that survive detection have the chance to disturb routing.  decide “how many 
paths to use” in order to tolerate residual compromised nodes that survive our IDS, so as to maximize the HWSN 
lifetime. 
 
 
3. System Design 

 

A HWSN comprises sensors of different capabilities. consider two types of sensors: CHs and SNs. CHs are 

superior to SNs in energy and computational resources. use and  to denote the initial energy levels of 
CHs and SNs, respectively. While our approach can be applied to any shape of the operational area, for analytical 
tractability that the deployment area of the HWSN is of size A2. CHs and SNs are distributed in the operational area. 
To ensure coverage, that CHs and SNs are deployed randomly and distributed according to homogeneous spatial 
Poisson processes with intensities λCH and λSN, respectively, with λCH < λSN. The radio ranges used by CH and SN 
transmission is denoted by rCH and rSN, respectively. The radio range and the transmission power of both CHs and 
SNs are dynamically adjusted throughout the system lifetime to maintain the connectivity between CHs and between 
SNs. Any communication between two nodes with a distance greater than single hop radio range between them 
would require multi-hop routing. Due to limited energy, a packet is sent hop by hop without using acknowledgment 
or retransmission. All sensors are subject to capture attacks, i.e., they are vulnerable to physical capture by the 
adversary after which their code is compromised and they become inside attackers. Since all sensors are randomly 
located in the operational area, the same capture rate applies to both CHs and SNs, and, as a result, the compromised 
nodes are also randomly distributed in the operation area. Due to limited resources, we assume that when a node is 
compromised, it only performs two most energy conserving attacks, namely, bad-mouthing attacks (recommending 
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a good node as a bad node and a bad node as a good node) when serving as a recommender, and packet dropping 
attacks when performing packet routing to disrupt the operation of the network.. Environment conditions which 
could cause a node to fail with a certain probability include hardware failure (q), and transmission failure due to 
noise and interference (e).Moreover, the hostility to the HWSN is characterized by a per node capture rate of λc 
which can be determined based on historical data and knowledge about the target application environment. These 
probabilities are assumed to be constant and known at deployment time. 

 

 

Fig. 1: Source and Path Idleness for a various WSN. 

Here note that increasing source or path Idleness enhances reliability and security. However, it also 
increases the energy consumption, thus contributing to the decrease of the system lifetime. Thus, there is a tradeoff 
between reliability/security gain vs. energy consumption. The distributed IDS design attempts to detect and evict 
compromised nodes from the network without unnecessarily wasting energy so as to maximize the query success 
probability and the system lifetime. The effectiveness of the IDS depends on its parameters (TIDS and m). While a 
shorter TIDS or a higher m can result in low Pfp and Pfn, it also consumes more energy from the sensor nodes. Thus, it 
is another design tradeoff. To provide a unifying metric that considers the above two design tradeoffs, define the 
total number of queries the system can answer correctly until it fails as the lifetime or the mean time to failure 
(MTTF) of the system, which can be translated into the actual system lifetime span given the query arrival rate. A 
failure occurs when no response is received before the query deadline. The cause could be due to energy exhaustion, 
packet dropping by malicious nodes, channel/node failure, or insufficient transmission speed to meet the timeliness 
requirement. Our aim is to find both the optimal Idleness levels and IDS settings under which the MTTF is 
maximized, when given a set of parameters characterizing the operational and environment conditions. 
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4. Probability Model 

The basic idea of our MTTF formulation is that first deduce the maximum number of queries, Nq, the 
system can possible handle before running into energy exhaustion for the best case in which all queries are 
processed successfully. Because the system evolves dynamically, the amount of energy spent per query also varies 
dynamically. Given the query arrival rate λq as input, the average interval between query arrivals is 1/λq. So 
reasonably estimate the amount of energy spent due to query processing and interference detection for query j based 
on the query arrival time tQJ. Next  derive the corresponding query success probability Rq (tQ,J )that is, the probability 
that the response to query j arriving at time tQ,J is delivered successfully to the PC before the query deadline expires. 
Finally,   MTTF as the probability-weighted average of the number of queries the system can handle without 
experiencing any deadline, transmission, or security failure. More specifically, the MTTF is computed by: 

 

 

4.1 Network Dynamics 
 

Initially at deployment time all nodes (CHs or SNs) are good nodes. Assume that the capture time of a SN 
follows a distribution function Fc(t) which can be determined based on historical data and knowledge about the 
target application environment. Then, the probability that a SN is compromised at time t, given that it was a good 
node at time t-TIDS, denoted by PC, is given by: 

 

 

For the special case in which the capture time is exponential distributed with rate λc, 
.Recall that the voting-based distributed IDS executes periodically with TIDS being the interval. At the ith IDS 
execution time (denoted by tI,i), a good node may have been compromised with probability PC since the previous 

IDS execution time . Let  denote the numbers of good and bad neighbor nodes at time t, 
respectively, with . Then, the population of good and bad neighbor nodes at time tI,i 
just prior to IDS execution can be recursively estimated from the population of good and bad neighbor nodes at time 
tI,i-1 as follows: 

 

 

Within hand, we estimate the system level false positive probability (PFP) and false negative 
probability (Pfn) at time t as a resulting of executing the voting based IDS as follows 
 

 

After the voting-based IDS is executed, some good nodes will be misidentified as bad nodes with probability PFP and 
will be mistakenly removed from the HWSN. Consequently, need to adjust the population of good nodes after IDS 
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execution.  
 

 
 
On the other hand, some bad nodes will remain in the system because the voting-based IDS fails to identify them 

with probability Pfn . Let  be the number of bad neighbor nodes at time t right after IDS execution. Then, 
 

 
As the capture attack is totally random, the probability that any neighbor node is a bad node at time t, denoted by 

 thus is given by: 

 

 derived above provides critical information because a bad node can perform packet dropping attacks if it is 
on a path from source SNs to the PC. Here we note that the node population density is evolving because of some 
nodes being compromised and some being detected and evicted by the IDS dynamically. The node population 

remains the same until the next IDS execution (after  seconds) because the IDS only detects and evicts nodes 
periodically (as typically node hardware/software failure happens less frequently than security failure). The 
remaining nodes comprise both good nodes that pass the IDS evaluation and bad nodes that are undetected by the 

IDS. Denote the node population density at time t by  . Then,  can be computed by: 
 

 

With Eq. (8) compute the neighbor node populations for CHs and SNs, denoted by   and nCH(ti,t), 
respectively. With Eq. (9) we derive the CH and SN node densities at time , respectively. The 

total numbers of CHs and SNs in the system, denoted by  respectively, can be computed by: 
 

 

define the required network connectivity as the required Idleness level for effecting multipath routing defined by 
(mp, ms). Thus, the radio range at time tI,i is adjusted by:  

 

 
5. Algorithm for Dynamic Idleness Management of Multipath Routing 
 

The objective of dynamic Idleness management is to dynamically identify and apply the best Idleness level 
in terms of path Idleness (mp) and source Idleness (ms), as well as the best interference detection settings in terms of 
the number of voters (m) and the interference invocation interval (TIDS) to maximize MTTF, in response to 

environment changes to input parameters including SN/CH node density , SN/CH radio range 
, and SN/CH capture rate (λc). Our algorithm for dynamic Idleness management of multipath routing is distributed 
in nature. Figs. 2 and 3 describe the CH and SN execution protocols, respectively, for managing multipath routing 
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for interference acceptance to maximize the system lifetime. They specify control actions taken by individual SNs 
and CHs in response to dynamically changing environments. 

 

 

 

6. Performance Evaluation 
 

Numerical data obtained as a result of applying Eq. (1). Table II lists the set of input parameter values 
characterizing a clustered HWSN. Our example HWSN consists of 3000 SN nodes and 100 CH nodes, deployed in a 
square area of A2 (200m×200m). Nodes are distributed in the area following a Poisson process with density 

 deployment time. The radio ranges rSN and rCH 
are dynamically adjusted between 5m to 25m and 25m to 120m respectively to maintain network connectivity. The 

initial energy levels of SN and CH nodes are  Joules and  Joules so that they exhaust 
energy at about the same time. The energy parameters used by the radio module are adopted from [1, 35]. The 
energy dissipation Eelec to run the transmitter and receiver circuitry is 50 nJ/bit. The energy used by the transmit 

amplifier to achieve an acceptable signal to noise ratio  is 10 pJ/bit/m2 for transmitted distances less than 
the threshold distance oX (75m) and 0.0013 pJ/bit/m4 for distances greater than oX. The query arrival rate λq is a 
variable and is set to 1 query/sec to reveal points of interest. The query deadline Treq is strict and set to between 0.3 
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and 1 sec. The SN capture time is exponential distributed with rate λc such that  .We test the 

effect of λc by varying the inter-arrival time in between attacks  from 4 to 28 days, corresponding to an 
attack rate (λc) of once per 4 days to once per 28 days. The host IDS false positive probability and false negative 
probability (Hpfp and Hpfn) vary between 1% and 5% to reflect the host interference detection strength. 
 

Table II: Input Parameter values characterizing a query based clustered hwsn. 
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Fig. 2: Effect of (mp, ms) on Radio Range of CHs and SNs 

 

7. Conclusions 

A tradeoff analysis of energy consumption vs. QoS gain in reliability, timeliness, and security for Idleness 
management of clustered various wireless sensor networks utilizing multipath routing to answer user queries. 
developed a novel probability model to analyze the best Idleness level in terms of path Idleness (mp) and source 
Idleness (ms), as well as the best interference detection settings in terms of the number of voters (m) and the 
interference invocation interval (TIDS) under which the lifetime of a various wireless sensor network is maximized 
while satisfying the reliability, timeliness and security requirements of query processing applications in the presence 
of unreliable wireless communication and malicious nodes. Finally, 
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